
Digital lit-
assighnment #2

B Y :  J A D E  S .



Section A: guess who

Ms. Kim

Mr. Raghoobarsingh

Mr. Blake



Section B: solve the riddle

I got this riddle because it says 

office 365 has lots of apps like 

power point and word, and it 

was also in the riddle.



Section C: food 
recipe theater
I choose this recipe for garlic parmesan 

fries because I am obsessed with them and 

they are my favorite type of fries.

Video creator: CaribbeanPot

Link: Garlic Parmesan Fries Recipe -

CaribbeanPot com - YouTube

Cook: Chris De La Rosa

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lbR-6nYFOzA


Section D: hit the 
post

This blog post looks important to me because I 

want to start some new hobies, but sometimes I 

give up too easily. I feel like these kinds of blog 

posts are helpful to me.



Section E: hash-tag it

It was very hard to find a site that told you the most 

popular hashtags at the moment, but I found it and 

here are the top ten hashtags trending right now:

1. #love 2. #instagod 3. #photooftheday 4. #fashion 5. 

#beautiful 6. #happy 7. #cute 8. #tbt 9. #like4like 10. 

#followme

Link: The Ultimate List of the Most Popular Instagram 

Hashtags on the Planet (influencermarketinghub.com)

Site: Influencer Marketing Hub

https://influencermarketinghub.com/most-popular-instagram-hashtags/


Section F: its photo time

by the way, I could not find a picture in my 
camara roll that represented kodiaks, so please 
enjoy this picture of my cousins dog instead.



Section G: what's the word?

Site: WordPress.com



Section H: it's app time

The three most downloaded apps in the world:

1. Facebook

2. Facebook Messanger

3. Youtube

Site: Wikipedia

Link: List of most popular smartphone apps - Wikipedia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_most_popular_smartphone_apps


Section I: 
coding is cool

Scratch- Free online coding game for beginers: Scratch - Imagine, Program, 

Share (mit.edu)

Video creator: Learning Mole

Link:

oding for Kids |What is coding for kids? | Coding for 

beginners | Types of Coding |Coding Languages - YouTube

https://scratch.mit.edu/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j-3eArinB7E


Section K: 
the do's and 

don’t's of 
digital 

citizenship


